Leica Viva NetRover integrates the latest technology from Leica Geosystems, the world’s leading measurement solutions provider. All the components of Viva NetRover work seamlessly together, creating a lightweight and cable-free network rover.
Welcome to Leica Viva NetRover

The All-in-One GNSS Network Solution

Easy for everyone

**Turn-on & Measure**

Leica Viva NetRover helps you to complete your measurement tasks. Just turn-on and a connection is made to your local reference network. With full support of RTCM 3.1 transformation message, positions are automatically supplied in local coordinates. Viva NetRover is always ready to measure!

**Quick to learn**

We know you want easy to use software. We therefore designed SmartWorx Viva LT with simplicity in mind using clear graphics, logical menu structures, non technical terminology and simplified workflows. You and your field crews will be up to speed in a minimum of time.

**Designed for networks**

The future proof GNSS receiver provides best in class network performance. The field controller includes 3.5G mobile broadband for high-speed connection to the reference network, internet and your office. Work with confidence in your equipment and maximise your productivity.

... let us inspire you
Whether you want to stake-out an object on a construction site or you need accurate measurements of a tunnel or a bridge; whether you want to determine the area of a parcel of land or need the position of a power pole or to capture objects for as-built maps – you need reliable and precise data.

Leica Viva combines a wide range of innovative products designed to meet the daily challenges for all positioning tasks. The simple yet powerful and versatile Leica Viva hardware and software innovations are redefining state-of-the-art technology to deliver maximum performance and productivity. Leica Viva gives you the inspiration to make your ambitious visions come true.

*When it has to be right.*